PERHAPS

Examples of perhaps in a Sentence. These example sentences are selected automatically from various online news
sources to reflect current usage of the word 'perhaps.' Views expressed in the examples do not represent the opinion of
Merriam-Webster or its editors.Perhaps definition, maybe; possibly: Perhaps the package will arrive today. See
more.perhaps - Translation to Spanish, pronunciation, and forum discussions.perhaps meaning: used to show that
something is possible or that you are not certain about something; maybe. Learn more.Maybe and perhaps are adverbs
that mean the same thing. We use them when we think something is possible, but we are not certain. We use maybe
mostly in.perhaps (not comparable). Modifies a verb, indicating a lack of certainty. Perhaps John will come over for
dinner. (rare) By chance. quotations ?. " will live.Definition of perhaps - used to express uncertainty or possibility.You
use perhaps to express uncertainty, for example, when you do not know that something is definitely true, or when you
are mentioning something that may.Define perhaps (adverb) and get synonyms. What is perhaps (adverb)? perhaps (
adverb) meaning, pronunciation and more by Macmillan Dictionary.perhaps meaning, definition, what is perhaps: used
to say that something may be true, : Learn more.26 Sep - 2 min - Uploaded by jesso Perhaps, Perhaps, Perhaps From the
album Doll Domination! Do not own any copyright.3 Oct - 3 min - Uploaded by Dayniac Doris recorded Perhaps
Perhaps Perhaps on Nov. 5, for her Latin For Lovers album.20 Jun - 2 min - Uploaded by imprezaawie perhaps i have an
idea hahahah enjoy with dis video first english song with lyric video dat.25 May - 5 min - Uploaded by xicana09 Lila
Downs - Perhaps Perhaps Perhaps. xicana Loading Unsubscribe from xicanaMeaning: "by, through" (see per) + plural of
hap "chance" (see happen), on model of peradventure, perchance, etc. which now have been See more."Jonathan said to
his young armor-bearer, "Come, let's go over to the outpost of those uncircumcised fellows. Perhaps the Lord will act in
our behalf. Nothing can .Define perhaps. perhaps synonyms, perhaps pronunciation, perhaps translation, English
dictionary definition of perhaps. adv. Maybe; possibly. adv a. possibly;.Definition of perhaps adverb in Oxford
Advanced Learner's Dictionary. Meaning, pronunciation, picture, example sentences, grammar, usage notes, synonyms.
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